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The idea of navigation in a database,
understood as a way of user thinking,
is formulated in such a manner that no storage organization concepts are introduced to the
user's awareness. The user may eimultaneously
control an unlimited number of navigational
Paths. Hence the proposed facilities
are olose to the features of high-level
query lsnguages. A concept of "navigational
statements
is defined and studied. The navigational
statements allow to a user to "walk through" a
database. They may improve network database
query languages. They may also be used to improve relational
query languages, for example
to improve the SEQUEL.Several aspects of the
navigational
statements, like incomplete statements, sets of statements, nested statements, etc. are presented.

tioised as it may lead to situations
a programmer finds hard to control.
In contrast, many high-level
languages
/sublanguages/ were introduced mainly in a
context of the relational
model, e.g. ALPHA
b$ b"&""y
EL;;;
;;]ce**o=
[2] 9 J$] p
. These are
ee
of disadvantages stated above and are based
on well-established
mathematioal theories.
Therefore they are claimed to be the fiture
of database systems.
We return to the idea of navigation and
we intend to show,that this idea, as a way
of user thinking,
is at least as good as the
relational
algebra, the relational
calculus,
the SEQUELmappings, eto. In order to do this
we try to remove three main souroes of criticism: the "one-at-a-time*
teohnique, dealing with storage details and laok of mathematical theory. Thus we introduce a formal
model of access in a network database and
formally define the semantics of the proposed facilities.
They will be defined in such
a way that no physical
concepts are introduced to the user's awareness. Thus the level
of data independence will not be reduced.
Besides, a user will deal with navigation,
where he can simultaneously control an unlimited number of navigational
paths.
A basic concept introduced here is called the "navigational
statement*'. From a
syntactic viewpoint a navigational
statement
is a sequence of data names and data values.
As far as semantics is concerned, a navigational statement is a function which maps a
set of addresses onto an other set of addresses. /Addresses introduced
here axe "logioaln; they should not be associated with
physical sddresses./ That is, a navigational
statement determines the navigation from
addresses which are "departure points" to
sddresses whioh are "arrival
points*.
The navigational
statement8 may also be
defined for the relational
databases [lo) ;
what is more important, navigation in a relational
database has some essential aclvantages in comparison to the well-known query
language features,
In this paper we assume, that the navi-

IlVTEODtJCTIOE
The idea of a navigation in a database
was presented in Cl] , where it was uuderstood as a rather new way of user /prograz+
mer/ thinking.
The “materialization"
of thin
idea in the CODASYLDBlPGproposal 151 meets
with a great criticism
/e.g. [71 /. The criticism concerns the following disadvantageous
features:
l “s-record-at-a-time”
teohniqpe, which is
considered
tiring for a user,
0 many storage organization details are a
burden for non-professionale
and reduce the
level of data independence,
l no mathematical
definition.
Atlditionally,
the ourrenay meohanism was cri-
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Three example reoords of suah database
may, in our formalism, be written au a datai;r
m~2tcm&
why <"n.-&,ia2~zt***j
t

gational statements are a tool which may be
used for improvements in other database query
languages,for example in SEQUEL,since the
navigatioPsl
statements defined here are not
powerful entmgh to be a self-oontained,
ooppl
plete query language. An alternative
approaoh
is ossible, when Well-known query faoilities
statemenOd are embedded intO navigational
ts making them relationally
ocmplete /if the
property
of relational
completeness one c0nsiders eeeential./, Besides, the navigational
statements may be embedded in a general pu+
pose programming language /see e,g, [S] ,[9]/
which frees US of Considerations about their
oompleteness.
In this paper we consider some aspects
connected with the idea in question, like
some general properties whioh should be satisfied, elliptio
/inoomplete/ navigational
statements, nested navigational
statements,
a "where" clause in navigational
statements,
sets of navigational
Statements and navigational joins. We intentionally
do not intre
duce very sophisticated
constructs since there are doubts if they will be really used in
praotical DBHS. We intend to show that navigational statement6 have positive impsot 0n
the user end machine efficienoy,
sinoe they
simplify most of the queries and they have a
simple, effective
implementation.
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We introduce some basio definitions
and
notation, Let BGA. We put
va3ues $,oon) 9
={r6V:(3bLB,nblF)(b,n,v>Eoon]
/I/
pointers(B,oon)
=
= {a i A.: (3 b 6B,n a R) db,n,a)Eoon
)
/2/
When con is fixed beforehand, we shall use
values(B) and pointers@).
We define
pointers'(B)
= B
I pointers(pointers
pointer&(B)
'-'(B))
for i = 1,2,...
/3/

1. THE NETWORE
DATABASEAOCESSMODEL
Let A be a set of addresses, N be a set
of data names and V be a set of atomio values.
ana
Suppose that A, N and V are disjoint
sets. We
consider a database an ordered pair <F,oon),
pointers*(B)
I 0 pointers' (B)
/4/
i-0
where FGA is called "field of vision",
con GA L lV X (A U V) is a relation whioh
pointersi
denotes all addresses which are
will be called "database content". A database
accessible
from
B in exactly
i steps.
oontent contains triples
(a ,n,a2> or
The first triple 4 eans that at addpointers*(B)
denotes all addresses acoessible
ress a there is a datum with name n and with
from B. We denote a projection
of the relapointe 4 leading to data at address 82. The
tion con on the first rlomain by conlA ,
second triple means, that at address a there
oonlA I {at(3n~R,xEAUV)<a,n,x>~oon)
is a datum with none n and with atomic
/5/
value v.
We
also
tienote
con*(B)
Example 1
a E pointers*(B))
The schema of a network database is presented
/6/
- v a,n,x)Ccon:
in Fig.1. It has two types of records,
con*(B) denotes the set of data acoessible
EMPloyee and DEBartment and three relationfrom B in the database content con.
ships: WORKSIN, EMPLOYS/reverse to WORKS
IN/
The following general constraints
and F;1GR.A&ws indicate the access directTon,
should be obeyed by any database <F,con)r
------'Field
-------- of vision’
<atntv7

l

Fig.l.

A schema of network database /a.f.

Example '1/
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where I@) denotes the structure formed from
Cc by replacing each a e A occuring in&by
states that addresses
I(a) . This con8trsint
are only auxiliary
means for determining
the
connections among data, but their particular
values are insignificant.
/vi/ If traj(8,A0)
- (A0,A,,A2,...,Ak>
then
for i = t,2,...,k
holds:

/i/

lo pointer leads to ngarbage"t
pointers(conlA,con)~con~A
/7/
/ii/
The field ;f;;z;;
does not contain
garbage:
/8/
/iii./
The whole database ia aocessible from
the field of vision: con I con*(F) /9/
2. RAVIGATIONALSTATEMXNTS
- THE G?ZI?Ef?AL
ASSUId2TIOWS
Let S be the set of navigational
statements. Before considering the definition
of
syntax and semantics of S we have a look at
some more general
assumptions. Let 8 E S.
The semantic8 of the statement s we denote
ls!l is a function
by USA. By definition,
which map8 a Set of addresees into other set
of addresses. The Set of argument8 of the navigational
statements will be called the departure points and the result - arrival
points. The function 181 depends on particular database content con, thus ysn is ree
ded as a mapping [a[: !?(A)X CGI?-&?(A)
where COBIS a set of all possible databaLe
contents. If there are no doubt8 whioh
con E COWis investigated,
instead of
Usll(B,coa) we shall write fisl(B) . The geaeral syntaotio assumption about the set S is
as follows. We assume that given is a sets
of atomic statements such that any navigational statement may be represented as a sequence of atomic navigational
statements. In the
sequel the operation of concatenation will be
represented by a dot or by nothing at all.
Let us consider a navigational
statement
s G S, where s I s 1 .a 2' . . . l s k’8iEe
.
If the statement 8 is applied to the set of
addresses Ao" A, then we can define a trajectory of navigation,
which is a sequence of
address set8
<+,1A,429ee+7p
where
A, * 118,1i(lb)
A2 - ll~,.~,&~

Ais

pointers*(

iti: Aj )
m

/13/

This constraint
Says-that XUY7igatiOn i8 "COIL-.
tinous": a next element of a trajectory
may
be obtained from the former element8 exclusively by means of pointers.
Corollary /by induction/r
Aiz pointerf(Ag)
/14/
The oonstraints
appearing below are not
mandatory for all the defined navigational
statements, but if they hold, it may be nice
for the user.
/vii/
Additivityr
IIs I (Bq UB2) - IIs! (B7) U &8II(32)
/15/
The navigational
statements defined in this
paper usually posse88 the above property.
However, this constraint
may be contrary to
the postulated high selective power of navigational statements, therefore for some extensions of navigational
statements it may be
~%~d&.mple
Narkov's property: Let s =
statement
= 8,'S2. .*. .sk be a navigational
aad let traj(s,Ao)
i (Ao,Alr+..,Ak>.
The
simple Markov's property holds for statement
8, if there exists a fixed function g suah
that for any such trajectory,
for i - 1,2,..
/W

/This property is analogous to the property
of aontrolled %rkods processes./ As in the
case of additivity,
this constraint
may be
nice for the user since only the last result
of navigation is essential for further n&vi.gation. However, for similar reason8 as above, this constraint may be dropped.
/ix/ Generalized Markov's property: Given the
assumption as in previous rule, the generalized Narkov'a property holds, if there exists
a fixed function g and fixed natural number
t such that for i >t,
i 6 k

/w

;k'-'n~,:8;.'.:.'.~,~~(A,,
= #S\\(A&
The trajectory
of navigation /trajectory/
forms the path of "walking through" a database. The user may oontrol the trajectory
acco, rding to his needs by means of atomic statements 8i. These atomic statements may be, for
example, data names or data values. For star
tement s and departure points A0 the trajectory will be denoted tr8j(s,A$
. The following general constrain&3 concerning the navigational statement8 are assumed:
/iv/ The function
8 does not depend on the
unacceaaible part of the database:
ihll(Woa)
- [~U@,O~*@))
/IV
/Y/ For any one-to-one mapping I: A +A
holder
= ns11(f(B) ,I be)
Npl@.oon)~
/W

In other words, the result of i-th step of
navigation depends on signal 8i and the results of t preview steps. If
t - 1 then
the generalized Narkov's property is equivac
lent to the simple Markov 8 property. In this
paper we assume, that the defined statements
satisfy the simple Markov's property or the
generalized Markov's property for t - 2.
In the sequel we define some classes of
navigational
statements for network databases
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assuming that each next class is en extension
of the previous classes. When there will be a
danger of ambiguities between the metalanguags and the defined language, the syntactic
objects of th defined language will be given
in bracketsa II These brackets do not have
any other fun&n.
3. SIMPLERAVIGATIONALSTATEMFZPS
syntax: We assume c’- 29 UP and the following
rules:
nGN*neS
/I/,
8 a SA n e A*
(s.nD 6 S
/+i/s
8
E
SA
n
6B
Av
ev
=9 @3.rl.V)CS
/w,
Semantics: The semantics of simple navigatie
nal statements will be denoted by Il...u, .
/i/, Ilnll,(Ao) - {a CAo: (3x) (a,n,x> Eoon
/ii/,

Semaaticst The meaning of the above navigational statements we shall denote /I...!
The symbol 11...11, will be used in the se&e
of the previous se&ion.

/I/

lbll(~~
llnll,(AJ

this

if

set is not empty

-{

1’3/

Ils.n\!s(Ao) - ~~nt~s(pointers(~I~ll~(AO) I
I 19/
/iii/s
f~s~n~d,(Ao) - (aC(lsUs(Ao)r
Q . The address of Smith's record may be obtained by one of the following statements:
(3bEpointers(a))(b,n,v>Econ}
/20/
EI%'.ENAMR.Smith , ENAI'DZ.Smith , RMP.Szaith ,
Examples We refer fo &ample 1 assuming th
Smith , Smith.EMP
that the set of departure points is the field
Q7. The salary of Smi;hi
Smith.SALARY
of vision F,.
Q8. Give the record of Smith who earns 1500:
Smith.1500
61. Give all employeest EMP
/If
one
considers this form "too elliptiaw,
62. Give salaries of all employees:
a
less
elliptic
form may be used, e.g.
Em.SALARY
EMP.Smith.SALARY.1500 ./
Q3. Give all employees who earn 1500;
Q9. The names of Toy employees earning 1500:
EMP.SALARY.1500
Toy.RMPLOYS.SALARY.l500.EWAME
Q.4. Give the name of Smith's manager:
EMP.ENAME.Smith.WORgS_IN.DEP.MGR.EMP.ENAMEI5. SE!l!SOF NAVIGATIONALSTATRMERTS
Q5. Give the names uf Toy employees, who earn
1500t
Now we assume that set S contains expressions which are equivalent to sets of expressions from the previous section.
4. ELLIFTIC NAVIGATIONALSTATEMENTS
Syntax: We introduce auxiliary
syntaotio domains called "factor"
and "subfactor".
For the simple navigational
statements
data names are used ae "sign posts", and all
x is a factor,
/V/ x ( N U V +
names on the path of navigation must be used.
x is a subfactor
Usually suoh precise determination is not ne/vi/
8 ~(;t#,c,6,>,+
,...I A v ~v==3
cessary. Henae in navigational
statements
(ev) is a faotor, (Ov] ia a subfaotor
some names may be dropped. /The same question
fl are subfaotors +
/VW
f&,.**,
for the caste of relational
model is considec(f,,f2,...,fl)]
is a factor, 1 - 1,2,..
red in 131 ./ men we drop some names, the
system must "spontaneouslygl search in the
/viii/
f,,f2,...,fk
are factors _
proper direotion.
In the sequel we assume
II f,+f2. . . . .f,] E S, k = 1,2,...
that the number of spontaneous steps is limited to one. Similarly,
elliptic
navigational
Semantiost The semantic8 of factors will be
statements may be defined, where the number
denoted by /[...ll,
.
of spontaneous steps is greater, or where
iv/
II+ - (x)
/25/
this number ie unlimited.
The elliptic
navigational L statements defined below contain
/vi/
uevuf = {u: aev)
/26/
simple navigational
statements as a special
/vii/. Ilq+
. ,flMf case, therefore the numbering of rules starts
from this section.
- Ilf,U, u llf2UfU
. . u nq,
/27/
s tax:
/viii/
neN
*nES
e--h,.f,.
. . . .fkfl(A,) = *ys
118Ii
j;&
; 9 ; ~g y?
b.nD E s
aI
/28/
a E 8 A v Ev *
Qs.vp 6 s
/iv/

v-

-

l

l

l
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where S, I lf,Uf% Uf,ll,~ . . . "Ilf,U,
/29/
Examples
QlO. Give employees who earn more than 2500:
EMP.SALBBY.)2500
Give names of employees working in the
Qll.
Toy or Stationery dePaTtments earning more
than 1000 and less thsn 1500:
DEP.(Toy,Stationery).E!fPLOYS.EMP.SALARY.
)~OOO.SALARY.<15oo.mAME

/Otherwise it is false./
/xii/
bflb(Ao) = t2-W *
ust(Ao) + b /33/
,xi&Otherwise
it is false./
1 s where (8) Il(Ao> -

6, NESTEDNAVIGATIONALSTATEMENTS
In a navigational
statement the value v
can be replaoed by an other navigatfanal
ettement. The meaning of the inner statement a,
may be considered a set of values placed at
addresses which constitute
the arrival points
of navigation according to s . /This idea is
employeed e.g. in SEQDEL[43' ./ Thus, after
this meaning is known, the outer statement
may be evaluated as before. For the sake of
syntactic distinction
the inner statement
will be given in square brackets.
syntax:
/ix/
8 Es *
grs1p E s
5’82 c s =+ @q.cg
E s
/Xi
Semantics:
_ -

Q13. Give employees who ear&amore than their

~:&SALMY>WORKS
IR.l'Ml;SALART)
C&t& Give employees who'iork for Brown an&
earnm0rethan2500:

me ~lrere(DEp.~~o~).S~~Y.)25oo.~sAlrIE
8. NAVIGAT&AL JOINS
Now we assume that the meaning of navigational statement is a function which to
sow) set of addresses subordinates a some
k-ary relation over addresses.
t3Yntsx:
/xiv/
s,ts2)**a~sk E s *
lb, x a2 x . . . x sJJi E s
es-S
/xr/ as~;~:""~"""
x s2 x . . . x s,$ ' '
Semantios:

/30/

where V, - valuei (Rsll(AJ)

where V2 - values(U~2U (do))
Example
Ql2. Give employees whose salaries
same as the sal&y of Smith:
EEP.SALABY.[Smith.SALARY]

Examples
Q15. Associate employees with their departmentet
EMPX E3P.WORKS-IR.DEP
Q16. Assooiate names of employees with their
salaries and with names of their managers8
ENAMEX SALARYX WOREEJB.M=B.ElUME
Eany other rules for navigational
joins
may be introdwed.

are the

7. A "WKEREnCLAUSEFOR NAVIGATIONAL
STATEMENTS
As in many other database languages,
after the key word "where" there appears a
formula, which tests addresses belonging to
the recently obtained result. For each of
these addresses the formula produces a truth
value and addressesfor which the formula is
false are removed from the result.
syntax:
/xi/ 0 ,G2&S A e+.cI
O&.**)
+
is
a
formula
63,9
/xii/
s ES *
0 is a formula
/xiii/
s e S ma g is a formula +
(8 where (s))l C S
&emantiosr The semantios of formulas will be
denoted by n...l\,
.
/xi/
@Q~~~[(~(AO) - me
*

9. NAVIGATIONA STATEBENTS FOR RELATIONAL
DATABASES
Theoretioally,
the navigational
statements defined so far may be used for the relational
database. For example, for the sup
plier-and-part
model the queryt
617. Give names of suppliers supplying Bolts.
may be expressed ass SUPPLIER.S#.
[Sl'.P&[PART.I'RAElZ.Bolt.P#].S#~.~AME
However, we are forced to an extensive use
of the nested navigational
statements, thus
the proposed faoility
oan not oonfirm its
advantages. Therefore we formulate navigational statements for the relational
databe
se somewhat differently
by introduaing
a new
teahnique of navigation.
The main idea relies on navigation aoaording to idsatfoal
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This operation may be reoo&nieed ae the '08ual projection.
A relation name r e R may be
applied both to the eet of row8 H or to the
eet of place8 Q. When relation name r ie
applied to the eet of plaoee Q, it implies
anavigation
from plaoee in Qto plaoee oomneoted with them by relation E. Formal4

valuee stored in a databeee. That ie, when
duringanavigationwe
reaohan a&ire88 in a
database with value v, we eimultaneou8ly
reaah all other add.reeeee with value v* Inoldentally,
thie teahnique may al80 be u&ad
ae an additional
tool for navigation in a
network database.
The relational
database
We introduoe the following eetec B - a eet
i a eet of name8
of nemee of relatioxu,&
of attrlbutea
and V - a eet of value8
/a univereal a-in/.
Let X5A.
X-tuple
/tuple/ is a mapping whioh aesooiatee a Van=
lue with eaoh name in X. We shall write
"t map8 an if t ie an X-tuple and a Q X.
Bow is an ordered pair <r,t>,
where rQB,
tie
a tuple. Relational datsbaee /database/
ie a ret of rows. Plaoe ie an ordered triple
La a row, a Q & .
<r9t+7
e where (r,t)
The place <r,t,a)
ha8 a value tea) .
A plaoe determines the fragment of a table
lying at the intersection
of a row and a oe
lumn. The remaining relational
model folklore is ineeeential
for thie paper.
Let db be a database and let P denote
the eet of all plaaee of database db, i.e.
P =((r,t,a):<r,t)~db
and t map8 a)
/fl/
We assume that given ie an equivalenoe relation EIlP n P. Thle relation determinea
classes of place8 with identioal "ke3p valuof relation
E may
es* eege the definition
be the following:
O19t,,al)E
<r2*t2ra2)
iff <r,wtl+>&2#t29a2>
QT tl<al> - t2Ca2>eVk
h f-v
where VksV ie a subset of "kep
valuee.
We aesume that relation
E defFne8 the ad&itional, "predefine@ acoeee path8 to data.
It may be easily reoogniaed that row8 and
plaoee are addreeeee in the eenee of the
Dl%Vioue section.
BadRational
etatemente
We defFne only aims&e navigational
etatemente. A8 in the-prev&me eeotione, all
the other aapecte may also be oonsidered.
Hare about them ie presented in [lOI . SW
tactically,
we assume that navigational
et*
temente are sequences of element8 of
B UA UV. The meaning of a navigational
etatement is a fun&ion whose argument is a set
of rowe /a set of plaeee/ and whose value8
ie aleo a aet of row8 /a eat of places/. The
meaning of statement e will be denoted by
lel . We aesume that
Ie.nl(Y) - Inl(lel(Y))
/39/
where B ie an arbitrary
navigational
etatement, n e B UAU-V.
This property /which ix+
plies the eimple Flarkov'e property/ alowe
ae to eimplify the eemantioer it oan be given for one-element statement8 only.
A column name a GA may be applied to
a set of rowe B, with the meanins:
Ial
- {Cq,t&:(q,t74H
A t maps a) /40/

bl(H) - {(ret>: <r,t7 E H]
1r I(Q) - {C ret t7 (gbbA)@ P 6Q) P E
A value Y may be applied to a set of plscee
Q. A8 a result we obtain a eet of row8
poeeeeei.nS a plaoe from Q having value v,i.e.
bI (Q) - (G,t):
( 3b)(x,t,b>~QAthb)
- ;433/
. ._.
EkemDlee
We assume the aeual "arpplierand-part" model with a deecriDtlonr

s-t sI,sRdluIE,cm) f@( st,&,QrY)
p (%pHamE:) . We aleo assume that the argument of a navigational
etatement la the
whole database /all rows/ and that Vk oo~+
taine
value8 from domain8 S# and P# .
QlS. Ikmee of parts sppplied by Sxitht
S.SRANR.Smith.s#.sP,P#.P.PRAMR
Qq9. Names of paste supplied by eappliere
supplying Bolts:
P.~AI%Bolt.P#.SP.S#.SP.P$.P.PRAME
Q20. The quantity of part F2 supplied by
Shdth from Londonr

10. RENAHKS
ABOUT-ATIOR
The navigational
statement8 have a very
eimple and effeotive implementation. In the
network case the usual mean8 of oonneoting
data, ebg* pointerr,
may immediately be used.
These may be aeeooiatea with inverted tables
in order to avoid eequential eearohing at
firet step8 of navigation.
The implementation of the technique
whioh we apply for the relational
databaee
is also easy and effeotive.
Below we briefly
deeorlbe one of the poeeible methode. We Msume,that our pointers may lead to plaoee.
Raoh place with a value belonging to V in
aeaooiated with euoh a pointer. The po!n tere
create rings, where each ring oonnecte plaoee
with the same value. Hence a baeio navigational operation - a traneition
from eome place
p to all places q such that pEq - may be performed very quickly. Thie method may else be
aesoaiated with inverted tablee.
We propose new language faoilitiee
for
the casual ueer based on a navigation ooncept. We show that these facilitiee
may be
used as an improvement of network database
w-3 l+www- 9 or, after extensions, they
may constitute a self-contained,
high-level
query language. They may also be used for
the relational
database, where a eomewhat
different
technique of navigation ie aseu385

med. The navigational
statements, as a mew
lauguage, havemauysdvantages,
suohaa aimple synter, simple and formal eenantias,
brevity,
possibility
of handliug imomplete
statement8 aud simple, effwtive
implomenfc
tion
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